




7 Days to Get Inspired!  
Taking on board the previous ideas, we want you to put some of them in 
to practice over the next 7 days, to generate as much inspiration as 
possible, get you excited about your practice & full of new ideas. 

  DAY ONE//Youtube Yoga 
To start off your week of inspiration gently, we want you
to search on youtube for an online class that you feel
excited to try (there’s a few suggestions of channels on 
the previous page)  

Who was the teacher?//

What was the style/focus?What was the style/focus?//

Name one thing from the class you would like to incorporate
into your own teaching//

DAY TWO//Book a Workshop 
Start researching! Look at upcoming workshops in local 
studios (or further away if you’re feeling adventurous) &
pick one that interests you.    

What Costs are Involved?//

What/Who/Where/When?//

What are you excited about learning? Why did you choose What are you excited about learning? Why did you choose 
this workshop?//

DAY THREE//Try a New Style or Teacher 
At your normal studio, have a look at what else is on the 
timetable - try a class you wouldn’t usually consider.    

Which Class did you Choose?//

What did you enjoy about it?//

What aspects of the class could you incorporate into your
own teaching?own teaching?//



DAY FOUR//New Activity 
Allow yourself to branch out from yoga, think of an activity 
you have always wanted to explore, make plans to try it.   

What have your chosen?//

When are you doing it?//

What about this activity do you think will inspire your 
teaching ?teaching ?//

DAY FIVE//New Studio 
Mix it up by visiting another local yoga studio - get out 
of your comfort zone & go somewhere you’ve been keen 
to try.    

Which Studio are you trying?//

Is there a new student offer?//

What was diWhat was different about this studio to the one you usually
attend?//

DAY SIX//Online Studio 
Using the suggestions provided, sign up for a trial with 
an online studio.     

What yoga style are the classes?//

What do you want to focus on?//

What aspects of the classes could you incorporate into your
own teaching?own teaching?//

DAY SEVEN//Svadhyaya 
Self Study - end the week by choosing & starting a book 
(or audiobook) which will deepend your practice.     

Which book did you choose?//

What is the theme of the book? //

Use this space to write a quote from the text which you felt 
inspired by inspired by //



To be truly present in our yoga practice & maintain momentum, we need 
to feel inspired and excited about it. If you’ve been feeling stuck in a rut 
lately and need an extra boost, we hope you can incorporate some of 
the ideas in this pack to delve back into a feeling of curiosity & 
playfulness with your teaching and practice. 

If you’ve filled in the worksheets in this pack, let us know how you got 
on. If you picked up any great ideas or plans to change up your 
teaching, we would love to hear about it - send us a message to 
info@seasonalyoga.net 

Also, if you have any other techniques for finding inspiration, please 
share! x 
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